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SYMPOSIUM: CHANCE AND CREDENCE 

Humean Supervenience Debugged 

DAVID LEWIS 

Years ago, I wrote that much of my work could be seen in hindsight as a campaign 
on behalf of "Humean Supervenience": the thesis that the whole truth about a 
world like ours supervenes on the spatiotemporal distribution of local qualities 
(1986, pp. ix-xvi). I thought this campaign had been mostly successful. Despite 
some unfinished business with causation, especially the problem presented in 
Menzies (1989), I think so still. But I wrote that "There is one big bad bug: 
chance. It is here, and here alone, that I fear defeat" (1986, p. xiv). I think I can 
say at last how to beat the bug. But first I'll have to take a lot of time reviewing 
old ground. I'll reintroduce Humean supervenience, with some afterthoughts. I'll 
say what a Humean analysis of chance might look like. I'll say why Humean 
analyses of chance are in bad trouble, and why unHumean analyses are not an 
acceptable refuge. I'll give the beginning of a solution to the problem that plagues 
Humean analyses, and I'll say why that beginning is not good enough. And then 
I'll come at last to the good news: thanks to a suggestion by Michael Thau, I think 
I know how to complete the solution. The resulting rescue of Humean chance 
won't give us all we might wish, but I think it gives us enough. 

So the key idea in this paper is Thau's. I thank him for kindly permitting me to 
use it here in my own way. But it can be used in other ways as well. Thau himself 
has not joined my campaign on behalf of Humean supervenience. But there are 
other theses about chance, weaker and less contentious than Humean superveni- 
ence itself, that are bitten by their own versions of the big bad bug. As Thau 
(1994) explains in his companion paper, his idea can be used also in defence of 
those weaker theses. 

1. Humean Supervenience 

To begin, we may be certain a priori that any contingent truth whatever is made 
true, somehow, by the pattern of instantiation of fundamental properties and 
relations by particular things. In Bigelow's phrase, truth is supervenient on 
being (1988, pp. 132-3 and 158-9). If two possible worlds are discernible in any 
way at all, it must be because they differ in what things there are in them, or in 
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how those things are. And "how things are" is fully given by the fundamental, 
perfectly natural, properties and relations that those things instantiate. 

From this starting point, we can go on to add various further theses about the 
basis on which all else supervenes. As an anti-haecceitist, I myself would drop 
the "what things there are" clause; I claim that all contingent truth supervenes just 
on the pattern of coinstantiation, never mind which particular hooks the proper- 
ties and relations are hanging on. (On my view, the hooks are never identical from 
one world to another, but that by itself doesn't make the worlds discernible.) 
Some will wish to add that the fundamental properties and relations are Arm- 
strong's immanent universals; or maybe that they are Williams's families of 
exactly resembling tropes. And we may reasonably hope that physics-present- 
day physics, or anyway some not-too-distant improvement thereof-will give us 
the inventory of all the perfectly natural properties and relations that ever appear 
in this world. 

Humean Supervenience is yet another speculative addition to the thesis that 
truth supervenes on being. It says that in a world like ours, the fundamental rela- 
tions are exactly the spatiotemporal relations: distance relations, both spacelike 
and timelike, and perhaps also occupancy relations between point-sized things 
and spacetime points. And it says that in a world like ours, the fundamental prop- 
erties are local qualities: perfectly natural intrinsic properties of points, or of 
point-sized occupants of points. Therefore it says that all else supervenes on the 
spatiotemporal arrangement of local qualities throughout all of history, past and 
present and future. 

The picture is inspired by classical physics. Humean Supervenience doesn't 
actually say that physics is right about what local qualities there are, but that's the 
case to keep in mind. But if we keep physics in mind, we'd better remember that 
physics isn't really classical. For instance, a rival picture inspired by waves in 
state-space might say that many fundamental properties are instantiated not at 
points but at point-tuples (Forrest 1988, p. 155). The point of defending Humean 
Supervenience is not to support reactionary physics, but rather to resist philo- 
sophical arguments that there are more things in heaven and earth than physics 
has dreamt of. Therefore if I defend the philosophical tenability of Humean 
Supervenience, that defence can doubtless be adapted to whatever better super- 
venience thesis may emerge from better physics. 

Even classical electromagnetism raises a question for Humean Supervenience 
as I stated it. Denis Robinson (1989) has asked: is a vector field an arrangement 
of local qualities? I said qualities were intrinsic; that means they can never differ 
between duplicates; and I would have said offhand that two things can be dupli- 
cates even if they point in different directions. Maybe this last opinion should be 
reconsidered, so that vector-valued magnitudes may count as intrinsic properties. 
What elge could they be? Any attempt to reconstrue them as relational properties 
seems seriously artificial. 

Humean Supervenience is meant to be contingent: it says that among worlds 
like ours, no two differ without difference in the arrangement of qualities. But 
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when is a world like ours? I used to say: when it's a world of the "inner 
sphere", free of fundamental properties or relations that are alien to our world. 
Sally Haslanger (forthcoming) has shown that this answer probably won't do. 
One lesson of the Armstrong (1980)' spinning sphere (also known as the 
Kripke2 spinning disk) is that one way to get a difference between worlds with 
the exact same arrangement of local qualities is to have things that are bilocated 
in spacetime. Take two worlds containing spheres of homogeneous matter, 
unlike the particulate matter of our world; in one world the sphere spins and in 
the other it doesn't; but the arrangement of local qualities is just the same. 
These are worlds in which things persist through time not by consisting of dis- 
tinct temporal parts, but rather by bilocation in spacetime: persisting things are 
wholly present in their entirety at different times. The difference between the 
spinning and the stationary spheres is a difference in the pattern of bilocation. 
No worries for Humean Supervenience, so I thought: I believe that ours is a 
temporal-parts-world, therefore neither of the worlds in the story is a world like 
ours. But why assume that things that indulge in bilocation must differ in their 
fundamental nature from things that don't? Why think that if ours is a temporal- 
parts-world, then otherworldly bilocated things must have properties alien to 
our world? No good reason, I fear. Haslanger's point seems well taken. I still 
want to insist that if ours is a temporal-parts-world, then bilocation-worlds 
don't count as "worlds like ours", but I think I must abandon my former reason 
why not. 

2. Symmetry andfrequency 

Chance is objective single-case probability: for instance, the 50% probability that 
a certain particular tritium atom will decay sometime in the next 12.26 years. 
Chance is not the same thing as degree of belief, or credence as I'll call it; chance 
is neither anyone's actual credence nor the credence warranted by our total avail- 
able evidence. If there were no believers, or if our total evidence came from mis- 
leadingly unrepresentative samples, that wouldn't affect chance in any way. 

Nevertheless, the chance of decay is connected as follows to credence: if a 
rational believer knew that the chance of decay was 50%, then almost no matter 
what else he might or might not know as well, he would believe to degree 50% 
that decay was going to occur. Almost no matter; because if he had reliable news 
from the future about whether decay would occur, then of course that news would 
legitimately affect his credence. 

I This paper was presented at the 1976 conference of the Australasian Association of 
Philosophy. 

2.Saul Kripke, "Identity Through Time", presented at the 1979 conference of the Amer- 
ican Philosophical Association, Eastern Division, and elsewhere. 
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This connection between chance and credence is an instance of what I call the 
Principal Principle (Lewis 1980).3 We shall see much more of it as we go on, 
both as the key to our concept of chance and as an obstacle to Humean analyses. 

If Humean Supervenience is true, then contingent truths about chance are in 
the same boat as all other contingent truths: they must be made true, somehow, 
by the spatiotemporal arrangement of local qualities. How might this be? Any sat- 
isfactory answer must meet a severe test. The Principal Principle requires that the 
chancemaking pattern in the arrangement of qualities must be something that 
would, if known, correspondingly constrain rational credence. Whatever makes 
it true that the chance of decay is 50% must also, if known, make it rational to 
believe to degree 50% that decay will occur. 

In simple cases, two candidates for chancemakers come to mind: symmetries 
and frequencies. Take symmetries first. Suppose a drunkard is wandering through 
a maze of T-junctions, and at each junction we can find nothing that looks like a 
relevant difference between the case that he turns left and the case that he turns 
right. We could well understand if rational credence had to treat the cases alike, 
for lack of a relevant difference. If the symmetry is something that would, if 
known, constrain credence, then it is suitable to serve as a chancemaker. In short, 
Humean chances might be based on a principle of indifference. 

We know, of course, that an unrestricted principle of indifference is inconsist- 
ent. If we define partitions of alternative cases by means of ingeniously hoked-up 
properties, we can get the principle to say almost anything we like. But let us 
assume, as we should and as we already have done, that we can somehow distin- 
guish natural properties from hoked-up gerrymanders. And let us apply the prin- 
ciple only to natural partitions. We still have no guarantee that we will get 
univocal answers, but we no longer know that we will not. 

So far, so good; but I still I have two reservations about symmetries as chance- 
makers. For one thing, there is no reason to think we have symmetries to underlie 
all the chance phenomena we think there are. It would be nice to think that each 
tritium atom contains a tiny drunkard in a maze of symmetrical T-junctions, and 
the atom decays when its drunkard finds his way out. But this is sheer fantasy. So 
far as we know, nothing remotely like it is true. 

More important, symmetries are only defeasible constrainers of rational cre- 
dence. Therefore they can be only defeasible chancemakers. The symmetry of the 
T-junctions would no longer require 50-50 division of credence if we also knew 
that, despite this symmetry, the drunkards turn right nine times out of ten. Now 
we do have a relevant difference between left and right turns. Frequencies can 
defeat symmetries. And when symmetries are undefeated, that is because the fre- 
quencies are such as not to defeat them. So now it looks as if frequencies are the 
real chancemakers. 

A frequency is the right sort of thing to be a Humean chancemaker: it is a pat- 
tern in the spatiotemporal arrangement of qualities. And we can well understand 
how frequencies, if known, could constrain rational credence. So far, so good. 

3 Reprinted with added postscripts in Lewis (1986). See also Mellor (1971). 
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The simplest frequency analysis of single-case chance will just say that the 
chance of a given outcome in a given case equals the frequency of similar out- 
comes in all cases of exactly the same kind. 

Again, this would be worse than useless if we couldn't distinguish natural 
from gerrymandered kinds; again, we could get the analysis to yield almost any 
answer we liked. But we can distinguish. (If we could not, puzzles about chance 
would be the least of our worries.) Further, nature has been kind to us. Large 
chance systems seem to be put together out of many copies of very small chance 
systems; and very small chance systems often do come in enormous classes of 
exact copies. You see one tritium atom, you've seen them all. 

In some cases, I think this simple frequency analysis is near enough right. But 
it has its limits, and even when it works well, I'd like to see it subsumed under 
something more general. It is only plausible when we do have the enormous 
classes of exact copies. Tritium atoms are abundant; not so for atoms of 
unobtainium346. It's hard to make the stuff; in fact in all of space and time, past 
present and future, there only ever exist two Un346 atoms: one with a lifetime of 
4.8 microseconds, as chance would have it; the other with a lifetime of 6.1 micro- 
seconds. So exactly half of all Un346 atoms decay in 4.8 microseconds. What 
does this frequency make true conceming the half-life of Un346, in other words 
conceming the chance that an atom of it will decay in a given time? Next to noth- 
ing, I should think. 

Further, consider unobtainium349. This isotope is even harder to make, and in 
fact there is not one atom of it in all of space and time. Its frequency of decay in 
a given time is undefined: 0/0. If there's any truth about its chance of decay, this 
undefined frequency cannot be the truthmaker. 

The problem of unobtainium, in both versions, may set us thinking of frequen- 
cies not in our actual world, but rather in counterfactual situations where unob- 
tainium is abundant. (Maybe even infinitely abundant, but let's ignore the issues 
that will raise.) I think that's a blind alley. Different abundant-unobtainium 
worlds will have different decay frequencies; to ask what the frequency would be 
if unobtainium were abundant, we have to select those of the abundant-unobta- 
nium worlds that are closest to actuality. Suppose indeed that we have the same 
decay frequency in all these worlds. I ask: what makes them closest? It must be 
something X that just these abundant-unobtainium worlds, some of the ones with 
the right decay frequency,.have in common with our actual world. But then it is 
X, here in our actual world where unobtainium is scarce or absent, that is the real 
chancemaker. The abundant-unobtainium worlds that also have X are just a side- 
show. 

Another well-known problem for simple frequentism: if spacetime is finite and 
chance systems get only just so small, then all frequencies are rational numbers. 
Yet the great majority of real numbers are irrational, and we have no pre-philo- 
sophical reason to doubt that chances in a finite world can take irrational values. 

The answer to our problems about unobtanium lies in remembering that sin- 
gle-case chances follow from general probabilistic laws of nature. (At least, the 
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ones we know about do; and I think it's a spoils-to-the-victor question whether 
the same goes in general. The analysis I shall put forward can't handle lawless 
chances, and I take that to be no problem.) There are general laws of radioactive 
decay that apply to all atoms. These laws yield the chance of decay in a given 
time, and hence the half-life, as a function of the nuclear structure of the atom in 
question. (Or rather, they would yield the chance but for the intractability of the 
required calculation.) Unobtainium atoms have their chances of decay not in vir- 
tue of decay frequencies for unobtainium, but rather in virtue of these general 
laws. The appeal to laws also solves our problem about irrational values. Whether 
or not the world is finite, there is no reason why the function of nuclear structure 
that is built into the law can only yield rational values. 

In general, probabilistic laws yield history-to-chance conditionals. For any 
given moment, these conditionals tell us the chance distribution over alternative 
future histories from that moment on, as a function of the previous history of par- 
ticular facts up to and including that moment. The historical antecedents are of 
course given by the arrangement of qualities. The laws do the rest. 

So the appeal to laws just postpones our problem. What pattern in the arrange- 
ment of qualities makes the chances? In part, features of history up to the moment 
in question. For the rest, it is the pattern that makes the probabilistic laws, what- 
ever that is. So now we must turn to a Humean analysis of laws, and see whether 
we can extend that to cover probabilistic laws. I think we can. 

3. The best-system analysis of law 

Ramsey once thought that laws were "consequences of those propositions which 
we should take as axioms if we knew everything and organized it as simply as 
possible in a deductive system" ( 1990, p. 150).4 I trust that by "it" he meant not 
everything, but only as much of everything as admits of simple organization; else 
everything would count as a law. I would expand Ramsey's idea thus (see Lewis 
1973, p. 73). Take all deductive systems whose theorems are true. Some are sim- 
pler, better systematized than others. Some are stronger, more informative, than 
others. These virtues compete: an uninformative system can be very simple, an 
unsystematized compendium of miscellaneous information can be very informa- 
tive. The best system is the one that strikes as good a balance as truth will allow 
between simplicity and strength. How good a balance that is will depend on how 
kind nature is. A regularity is a law iff it is a theorem of the best system. 

Some familiar complaints seem to me question-begging. (See Armstrong 
(1983, pp. 40-59); van Fraassen (1989, pp. -45-51).) If you're prepared to agree 
that theorems of the best system are rightly called laws, presumably you'll also 
want to say that they underlie causal explanations; that they support counterfac- 
tuals; that they are not mere coincidences; that they and their consequences are in 

4Here I quote Ramsey's later summary of his former view. 
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some good sense necessary; and that they may be confirmed by their instances. If 
not, not. It's a standoff-spoils to the victor. Other complaints are more worri- 
some. Like any regularity theory, the best-system analysis says that laws hold in 
virtue of patterns spread over all of space and time. If laws underlie causation, 
that means that we are wrong if we think, for instance, that the causal roles of my 
brain states here and now are an entirely local matter. That's an unpleasant sur- 
prise, but I'm prepared to bite the bullet. 

The worst problem about the best-system analysis is that when we ask where 
the standards of simplicity and strength and balance come from, the answer may 
seem to be that they come from us. Now, some ratbag idealist might say that if 
we don't like the misfortunes that the laws of nature visit upon us, we can change 
the laws-in fact, we can make them always have been different-just by chang- 
ing the way we think! (Talk about the power of positive thinking.) It would be 
very bad if my analysis endorsed such lunacy. I used to think rigidification came 
to the rescue: in talking about what the laws would be if we changed our thinking, 
we use not our hypothetical new standards of simplicity and strength and balance, 
but rather our actual and present standards. But now I think that is a cosmetic 
remedy only. It doesn't make the problem go away, it only makes it harder to 
state. 

The real answer lies elsewhere: if nature is kind to us, the problem needn't 
arise. I suppose our standards of simplicity and strength and balance are only 
partly a matter of psychology. It's not because of how we happen to think that a 
linear function is simpler than a quartic or a step function; it's not because of how 
we happen to think that a shorter alternation of prenex quantifiers is simpler than 
a longer one; and so on. Maybe some of the exchange rates between aspects of 
simplicity, etc., are a psychological matter, but not just anything goes. If nature is 
kind, the best system will be robustly best-so far ahead of its rivals that it will 
come out first under any standards of simplicity and strength and balance. We 
have no guarantee that nature is kind in this way, but no evidence that it isn't. It's 
a reasonable hope. Perhaps we presuppose it in our thinking about law. I can 
admit that if nature were unkind, and if disagreeing rival systems were running 
neck-and-neck, than lawhood might be a psychological matter, and that would be 
very peculiar. I can even,concede that in that case the theorems of the barely-best 
system would not very well deserve the name of laws. But I'd blame the trouble 
on unkind nature, not on the analysis; and I suggest we not cross these bridges 
unless we come to them. 

(Likewise for the threat that two very different systems are tied for best. (See 
Armstrong (1983, pp. 70-71); van Fraassen (1989, pp. 48-49).) I used to say that 
the laws are then the theorems common to both systems, which could leave us 
with next to no laws. Now I'll admit that in this unfortunate case there would be 
no very good deservers of the name of laws. But what of it? We haven't the slight- 
est reason to think the case really arises.) 
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The best-system analysis is Humean. The arrangement of qualities provides 
the candidate true systems, and considerations of simplicity and strength and bal- 
ance do the rest. 

But so far, we don't have probabilistic laws. If chances were somehow given, 
we could just include them in the subject matter of the competing true systems, 
and go on as before.5 But chances are not yet given. We decided that the chance- 
making patterns in the arrangement of qualities had to include the lawmaking pat- 
terns for the probabilistic laws that determine the chances in all the different 
cases. 

4. The best-system analysis of law and chance together 

So we modify the best-system analysis to make it deliver the chances and the 
laws that govern them in one package deal. Consider deductive systems that per- 
tain not only to what happens in history, but also to what the chances are of var- 
ious outcomes in various situations-for instance, the decay probabilities for 
atoms of various isotopes. Require these systems to be true in what they say about 
history. We cannot yet require them to be true in what they say about chance, 
because we have yet to say what chance means; our systems are as yet not fully 
interpreted. Require also that these systems aren't in the business of guessing the 
outcomes of what, by their own lights, are chance events: they never say that A 
without also saying that A never had any chance of not coming about. 

As before, some systems will be simpler than others. Almost as before, some 
will be stronger than others: some will say either what will happen or what the 
chances will be when situations of a certain kind arise, whereas others will fall 
silent both about the outcomes and about the chances. And further, some will fit 
the actual course of history better than others. That is, the chance of that course 
of history will be higher according to some systems than according to others. 
(Though it may well turn out that no otherwise satisfactory system makes the 
chance of the actual course of history very high; for this chance will come out as 
a product of chances for astronomically many chance events.) Insofar as a system 
falls silent, of course it fits whatever happens. 

The virtues of simplicity, strength, and fit trade off. The best system is the sys- 
tem that gets the best balance of all three. As before, the laws are those regulari- 
ties that are theorems of the best system. But now some of the laws are 
probabilistic. So now we can analyse chance: the chances are what the probabil- 
istic laws of the best system say they are. (See Lewis (1986, pp. 128-9).) 

As before, we may reasonably hope that the best system is very far ahead of 
the rest; and very robustly ahead, so that the winner of the race does not depend 

S Well, not quite as before: we'd have to impose constraints that would, for instance, 
disqualify a system according to which some law had once had some chance of not being 
true. See Lewis (1986, pp. 124-8). 
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on how we happen to weigh the various desiderata. How well the laws and 
chances deserve their names should depend on how kind nature has been in pro- 
viding a decisive front runner. The prospect is best if the chance events are not 
too few and not too miscellaneous. 

In the simplest case, the best-system analysis reduces to frequentism. Suppose 
that all chance events-more precisely, all events that the leading candidates for 
best system would deem to be chancy-fall into one large and homogeneous 
class. To fall silent about the chances of these events would cost too much in 
strength. To subdivide the class and assign different chances to different cases 
would cost too much in simplicity. To assign equal single-case chances that dif- 
fered from the actual frequency of the outcomes would cost too much in fit. For 
we get the best fit by equating the chances to the frequency; and the larger the 
class is, the more decisively is this so. 

But suppose the class is not so very large; and suppose the frequency is very 
close to some especially simple value-say, 50-50. Then the system that assigns 
uniform chances of 50% exactly gains in simplicity at not too much cost in fit. 
The decisive front-runner might therefore be a system that rounds off the actual 
frequency. 

Or suppose the class is not so very homogeneous. It divides, in virtue of not- 
too-gruesome classifications, into a few large subclasses that exhibit different fre- 
quencies of outcomes. (To take an extreme case, a class of Js that are 50% Ks 
might exhibit a regular alternation in time: K, not-K, K, not-K,....) Then a system 
that assigns unequal chances in different subclasses will gain greatly in fit at not 
too much cost in simplicity. 

Or suppose the class is inhomogeneous in a different way. Each member is 
associated with some value of a continuously variable magnitude M. (In an 
extreme case, no two members have exactly the same value of M.) If we divide 
into as many subclasses as there are values of M, the subclasses will be too 
numerous for simplicity and too small for the frequencies in them to mean much. 
Instead, the best system will contain a functional law whereby chance depends on 
the value of M in that particular case. Different candidate systems will use differ- 
ent functions. Some functions, for instance a constant function, will go too far in 
gaining simplicity at the expense of fit. Others will do the opposite. We may hope 
that some function-and hence the system that employs it-will be just right, and 
hence the decisive front runner. 

In this last case, and others that combine several of the complications we've 
considered, frequentism has been left behind altogether. That's how we can get 
decay chances for Un346, and even for Un349, in virtue of chancemaking patterns 
that don't involve decay frequencies for unobtainium itself. 

Despite appearances and the odd metaphor, this is not epistemology! You're 
welcome to spot an analogy, but I insist that I am not talking about how evidence 
determines what's reasonable to believe about laws and chances. Rather, I'm 
talking about how nature-the Humean arrangement of qualities-determines 
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what's true about the laws and chances. Whether there are any believers living in 
the lawful and chancy world has nothing to do with it. 

It is this best-system analysis of law and chance together that I've wanted to 
believe for many years. Until very recently, I thought I knew a decisive reason 
why it couldn't be true. Hence my lamentation about the big bad bug. But now 
that Michael Thau has shown me the way out, I can endorse the best-system anal- 
ysis with a clear conscience. 

5. Undermining 

The big bad bug bites a range of different Humean analyses of chance. Simple 
frequentism falls in that range; so does the best-system analysis. Let's suppose 
that we have a Humean analysis which says that present chances supervene upon 
the whole of history, future as well as present and past; but not upon the past and 
present alone. That's so if present chances are given by frequencies throughout 
all of time. That's so also if present chances are given by probabilistic laws, plus 
present conditions to which those laws are applicable, and if those laws obtain in 
virtue of the fit of candidate systems to the whole of history. 

Then different altemative future histories would determine different present 
chances. (Else the future would be irrelevant, and present chances would be 
determined by the past and present alone.) And let's suppose, further, that the dif- 
ferences between these alternative futures are differences in the outcomes of 
present or future chance events. Then each of these futures will have some non- 
zero present chance of coming about. 

Let F be some particular one of these altemative futures: one that determines 
different present chances than the actual future does. F will not come about, since 
it differs from the actual future. But there is some present chance of F. That is, 
there is some present chance that events would go in such a way as to complete 
a chancemaking pattern that would make the present chances different from what 
they actually are. The present chances undermine themselves. 

For instance, there is some minute present chance that far more tritium atoms 
will exist in the future than have existed hitherto, and each one of them will decay 
in only a few minutes. If this unlikely future came to pass, presumably it would 
complete a chancemaking pattern on which the half-life of tritium would be very 
much less than the actual 12.26 years. Certainly that's so under simple frequent- 
ism, and most likely it's so under the best-system analysis as well. Could it come 
to pass, given the present chances? Well, yes and no. It could, in the sense that 
there's non-zero present chance of it. It couldn't, in the sense that its coming to 
pass contradicts the truth about present chances. If it came to pass, the truth about 
present chances would be different. Although there is a certain chance. that this 
future will come about, there is no chance that it will come about while still hav- 
ing the same present chance it actually has. It's not that if this future came about, 
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the truth about the present would change retrospectively. Rather, it would never 
have been what it actually is, and would always have been something different. 

This undermining is certainly very peculiar. But I think that, so far, it is no 
worse than peculiar. I would not join Bigelow, Collins, and Pargetter (1993. pp. 
443-62) when they intuit a "basic chance principle" to exclude it outright. For I 
think the only basic principle we have about chance, the principle that tells us all 
we know, is the Principal Principle. And at first sight the Principal Principle says 
nothing against undermining. It concerns, rather, the connection between chance 
and credence. 

But look again, and it seems that the Principal Principle does rule out under- 
mining. It was this discovery that led me to despair of a Humean analysis of 
chance. (See Lewis 1986, pp. xiv-xvii, 11 1-3, 130). 

Now is the time to take a closer look at what the Principle says.6 Above, I 
applied it to the case of someone who knows the chances, but that is a special 
case. The general case involves not knowledge but conditioning. Take some par- 
ticular time-I'll call it "the present", but in fact it could be any time. Let C be a 
rational credence function for someone whose evidence is limited to the past and 
present-that is, for anyone who doesn't have access to some very remarkable 
channels of information. Let P be the function that gives the present chances of 
all propositions. Let A be any proposition. Let E be any proposition that satisfies 
two conditions. First, it specifies the present chance of A, in accordance with the 
function P. Second, it contains no "inadmissible" information about future his- 
tory; that is, it does not give any information about how chance events in the 
present and future will turn out. (We don't assume that E is known; that extra 
assumption would yield the special case considered earlier.) Then the Principal 
Principle is the equation 

C(AIE) = P(A). 

Now take A to be F, our alternative future history that would yield present 
chances different from the actual ones; and let E be the whole truth about the 
present chances as they actually are. We recall that F had some present chance of 
coming about, so by the Principal Principle, C(FIE) ? 0. But F is inconsistent 
with E, so C(FIE) = 0. Contradiction. I could tolerate undermine as merely pecu- 
liar. But not contradiction! 

6. No refuge 

It is because the chancemaking pattern lies partly in the future that we have some 
chance of getting a future that would undermine present chances. This problem 
would go away if we could assume that the chancemaking pattern lay entirely in 
the past. That would be so if all of our history-to-chance conditionals, which 

61 have simplified my formulation in (1980) by combining the propositions there 
called X and E. 
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specify exactly what chances would follow any given initial segment of history, 
were necessarily true. (See Lewis 1980, final section.) 

We dare not assume this. First, because of the problem of the early moment. 
There might be a beginning of time; or at least a beginning of the part of time in 
which certain kinds of chancy phenomena go on. What could make the chances 
at a moment not long after the beginning? (Or at the beginning itself?) There's 
not much room for any sort of chancemaking pattern in the time before this early 
moment. To the extent that chancemaking patterns are just frequencies in large 
and uniform classes, the problem is that the relevant classes, if confined to the 
time before the early moment, may be ridiculously small. But the problem won't 
go away if instead we take the different sort of chancemaking pattern envisaged 
by the best-system analysis. 

Second, because of the problem of fluctuation. We usually think that there are 
laws, and hence regularities, of uniform chances. All tritium atoms throughout 
space and time have precisely the same chance of decaying in a given period. But 
the different atoms are preceded by different initial segments of history, and it is 
not to be expected that the different chancemaking patterns in these different seg- 
ments will all make precisely the same chance of decay. 

(Taking these two problems together, we get what I'll call the problem of drift. 
For simple frequentism, it goes as follows. Suppose that early on, Js divide about 
50-50 between Ks and not-Ks, but so far there haven't been many Js altogether. 
Then we should expect that there might chance to be a run of Ks, or not-Ks, that 
would significantly raise, or lower, the chance that the next J would be a K. Such 
a run might perpetuate itself, with the result that the chance of a J being a K would 
drift almost to one, or zero, and remain there for a long time after. But we do not 
at all expect the chances in radioactive decay, say, to undergo any such drift.) 

At this point, my opponents will doubtless say that I have done their work for 
them. I have refuted the position I wanted to hold. It only remains for me to con- 
cede defeat, and agree that the chancemakers are not, after all, patterns in the 
arrangement of qualities. They are something else altogether: special chancemak- 
ing relations of universals, primitive facts about chance, or what have you. (See 
Armstrong (1980, pp. 128-36); Tooley (1987, pp. 142-60).) 

But I think there is no refuge here. Be my guest-posit all the primitive 
unHumean whatnots you like. (I only ask that your alleged truths should super- 
vene on being.) But play faif in naming your whatnots. Don't call any alleged fea- 
ture of reality "chance" unless you've already shown that you have something, 
knowledge of which could constrain rational credence. I think I see, dimly but 
well enough, how knowledge of frequencies and symmetries and best systems 
could constrain rational credence. I don't begin to see, for instance, how knowl- 
edge that two universals stand in a certain special relation N* could constrain 
rational credence about the future coinstantiation of those universals.7 

Unless, of course, you can convince me first that this special relation is a 
chancemaking relation: that the fact that N*(J,K) makes it so, for instance, that 

7Thanks here to Alex Byrne. 
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each Jhas 50% chance of being K. But you can't just tell me so. You have to show 
me. Only if I already see-dimly will do!-how knowing the fact that N*(J,K) 
should make me believe to degree 50% that the next J will be a K, will I agree 
that the N* relation deserves the name of chancemaker that you have given it. 

The same complaint applies, by the way, to theories that qualify technically as 
Humean because the special primitive chancemaking whatnots they posit are said 
to be qualities instantiated at points. Again, I can only agree that the whatnots 
deserve the name of chancemakers if I can already see, disregarding the names 
they allegedly deserve, how knowledge of them constrains rational credence in 
accordance with the Principal Principle. 

7. The beginning of a solution 

Our problem, where F is an unactualized future that would undermine the actual 
present chances given by E, is that C(FIE) = 0 because F and E are inconsistent, 
but C(FIE) 0 O by the Principal Principle because E specifies that F has non-zero 
chance of coming about. If that use of the Principal Principle is fallacious, the con- 
tradiction goes away. We're left with nothing worse than peculiar undermining. 

But that use of the Principal Principle is fallacious, if indeed the present 
chances are made by a pattern that extends into the future. Then E bears inadmis- 
sible information about future history: it excludes the future F, and it likewise 
excludes all other futures that would undermine the present chances given by E. 
Since E is inadmissible, the Principal Principle does not apply. The fatal move 
that led from Humeanism to contradiction is no better than the obvious blunder: 

C(the coin will fall heads/it is fair and will fall heads in 99 of the next 
100 tosses) = 1/2 

or even 

C(the coin will fall heads/it is fair and it will fall heads) = I/2. 

Victory !-Another such victory and I am undone. What we have just seen is 
that if chancemaking patterns extend into the future, then any use of the Principal 
Principle is fallacious. For any proposition that bears information about present 
chances thereby bears information about future history. The Principal Principle 
never applies; and yet without it I deny that we have any handle at all on the con- 
cept of chance. 

I saw this, but I didn't dare to believe my eyes. I wrote 

If anyone wants to defend the best-system theory of laws and chances ... 
I suppose the right move would be to cripple the Principal Principle by 
declaring that information about the chances at a time is not, in general, 
admissible at that time; and hence that hypothetical information about 
chances, which can join with admissible historical information to imply 
chances at a time, is likewise inadmissible. The reason would be that, 
under the proposed analysis of chances, information about present 
chances is a disguised form of inadmissible information about future 
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history-to some extent, it reveals the outcomes of matters that are 
presently chancy. That crippling stops all versions of our reductio... . I 
think the cost is excessive; in ordinary calculations with chances, it 
seems intuitively right to rely on this ... information. So, much as I 
would like to use the best-system approach in defence of Humean su- 
pervenience, I cannot support this way out of our difficulty. (1986, pp. 
130-1) 

If I'd seen more clearly, I could have put the core of my reductio like this. According 
to the best-system analysis, information about present chances is inadmissible, 
because it reveals future history. But this information is not inadmissible, as witness 
the way it figures in everyday reasoning about chance and credence. Contradiction. 

8. The solution completed 

Now we're ready at last to hear from Thau. As follows. 
First, admissibility admits of degree. A proposition E may be imperfectly 

admissible because it reveals something or other about future history; and yet it 
may be very nearly admissible, because it reveals so little as to make a negligible 
impact on rational credence. 

Second, degrees of admissibility are a relative matter. The imperfectly admis- 
sible E may carry lots of inadmissible information that is relevant to whether B, 
but very little that is relevant to whether A. 

Third, near-admissibility may be good enough. If E specifies that the present 
chance of A is P(A), and if E is nearly admissible relative to A, then the conclusion 
that C(AIE) = P(A) will hold, if not exactly, at least to a very good approximation. 
If information about present chances is never perfectly admissible, then the Prin- 
cipal Principle never can apply strictly. But the Principle applied loosely will very 
often come very close, so our ordinary reasoning about chance and credence will 
be unimpaired. Only a few peculiar applications will be so badly crippled that 
they cannot be regained even as approximations. 

And one of these applications that cannot be regained will be the one that fig- 
ured in our reductio. If F is a future that would undermine the chances specified 
in E, then, relative to F, E is as inadmissible as it could possibly be. For E flatly 
contradicts F. Our use of the Principal Principle to conclude that C(FIE) is non- 
zero was neither strictly nor loosely correct. Hence it no longer stands in the way 
of the correct conclusion that C(FIE) = 0. 

9. Correcting the Principal Principle 

We face a question. If the old Principal Principle applies only as an approxima- 
tion, what is it an approximation to? How, exactly, is chance related to credence? 
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Can we find a new, corrected Principal Principle that works exactly when the old 
one works only approximately? 

Here I shall present only a special case of the correction I favour, applicable 
only to a special case of the old Principal Principle. (However, the old Principle 
in full generality follows from the special case; and in parallel fashion, a new 
general Principal Principle follows from the corrected treatment of the special 
case.) Ned Hall and I proposed the same correction independently. In his com- 
panion paper (1994), he gives a much fuller discussion of the correction, its 
motivation, and its consequences. To reach the special case I want to present,8 
we consider a certain very informative proposition, as follows. Let H,I be the 
proposition giving the complete history of world w up to, and including, time 
t-as it might be, the actual world up to the present. Let T1, be the complete the- 
ory of chance for world w-a proposition giving all the probabilistic laws, and 
therefore all the true history-to-chance conditionals, that hold at w. And let P,". 
be the chance distribution at time t and world w. If T7,, were admissible, then the 
conjunction H,HTH, also would be admissible. Further, it would specify the 
chance (at t, at w) of any proposition A. So we could put it for E in the old Prin- 
cipal Principle. Dropping the subscripts henceforth by way of abbreviation, we 
would have: 

(OP) C(AIHT) = P(A). 
The correction I favour is to replace (OP) by this new version: 

(NP) C(AIHT) = P(AIT). 
If T were perfectly admissible, then (OP) would be correctly derived as an 
instance of the old Principal Principle. If so, then also the change from old to new 
would be no change at all. For in that case, we would have P(1) = 1. (Proof: for 
A in (OP), put T itself.) Hence we would have P(A) = P(AIT), making (OP) and 
(NP) equivalent. 

But if, as the Humean thinks, there are undermining futures with non-zero 
present chance that make T false, then T rules out these undermining futures. If 
so, then, Tand HTare not perfectly admissible; (OP) is not correctly derived; the 
old Principal Principle cannot be applied to determine C(AIHT); P(1) ? 1; and, 
exceptional cases aside, it will turn out that P(A) ? P(AIT). If so, then I say we 
should accept (NP) as our new, corrected Principal Principle. We should abandon 
(OP) except insofar as it is a convenient approximation to (NP). 

By conditionalising credence or chance on T, we ignore undermining futures. 
The trouble with (OP) is that on the left-hand side we do conditionalise on T, but 
on the right-hand side we don't. No harm would come of this discrepancy if there 
weren't any undermining futures to worry about. But if there are, then it is only 
to be expected that the discrepancy will cause trouble. We've already seen the 
trouble: taking A as an undermining future F, C(FIHT) = 0, but P(F) ? 0. To 
remove the discrepancy, we conditionalise the right-hand side as well as the left: 

8 It is this special case that appears as "the Principal Principle Reformulated" in Lewis 
(1980). 
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P(FIT) = 0, so all's well. The Principal Principle, thus corrected, no longer stands 
in the way of Humean Supervenience. By my lights as a Humean, that is reason 
enough to correct it. In his companion paper, Hall argues that we have other good 
reasons as well. 

In formulating (OP) and (NP), we didn't mention admissibility or near-admis- 
sibility. Rather, we fixed on the particular propositions H and T, noting only in 
passing that H is uncontroversially admissible while Fs admissibility is question- 
able. But we can regain contact with Thau's lesson about imperfect and relative 
admissibility, as follows. Define the admissibility quotient of T (and of HT), rel- 
ative to A, as the quotient P(AIT)IP(A). Then (OP) is a good approximation just 
to the extent that the admissibility quotient is close to one. (Or if P(AIT) and P(A) 
are both zero, making the quotient undefined. Let us ignore this case.) We have 
perfect admissibility when the quotient is one exactly; that's so just when A and 
Tare probabilistically independent with respect to P. Tis perfectly admissible rel- 
ative to A if (but not only if) A is any proposition that is entirely about past and 
present history. For instance, T is perfectly admissible relative to H. 

If, on the other hand, A is an undermining future that contradicts T, then the 
admissibility quotient is zero, and (OP) is not at all a good approximation to (NP). 

More commonplace applications of the Principal Principle, where A typically 
concerns a small sample from a big population, are quite another story: we can 
expect an admissibility quotient very close to one. Here's an easy example. Hith- 
erto, exactly 2/3 of Js have been Ks; and we know somehow, that there are 10,002 
more Js still to come. Our complete theory of chance, T, says that every J, any- 
where and anywhen, has 2/3 chance of being a K. Simple frequentism-a simplis- 
tic form of Humeanism, but good enough for a toy example-says that T holds 
iff exactly 2/3 of all Js are Ks. Equivalently, given what we know about the past: 
iff 2/3 of the future Js are Ks. Now let A say that three out of the next four Js will 
be Ks. It is a routine matter to calculate the admissibility quotient of T with 
respect to A.9 It turns out to be about 1.00015. So this time, though (OP) is not 
exactly right, it is indeed a very good approximation. If our example had con- 
cerned the next four Js from a population of astronomical size, the approximation 
would have been much better still. 

9 P(A) = (4 
P(A/7 =P(AT) PT -3 _6665! 

3333J 
3 P P(T) {2 6668t 1 3334t 10002! 

\3/ 3/ \6668! 3334' 
When we divide out to obtain P(AIT)IP(A), most terms cancel and we are left with a prod- 
uct of a few fractions. The number of these fractions is the sample size, 4, and each of them 
differs from one by something of the order of the reciprocal of the population of future J's, 
10,002. 
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10. Against perfectionism 

Our new version of the Principal Principle is better by Humean lights; but for 
myself, I still find the old one more intuitive. (Once we return to the general case, 
the new version gets quite messy. 10) So I still say that the old Principle is "the key 
to our concept of chance". And yet it's only approximately right, and that only 
sometimes. Chance can be defined as that feature of Reality that obeys the old 
Principle, yet chance doesn't quite obey it! Isn't this incoherent? 

Not at all. Let's put it this way. A feature of Reality deserves the name of 
chance to the extent that it occupies the definitive role of chance; and occupying 
the role means obeying the old Principle, applied as if information about present 
chances, and the complete theory of chance, were perfectly admissible. Because 
of undermining, nothing perfectly occupies the role, so nothing perfectly 
deserves the name. But near enough is good enough. If nature is kind to us, the 
chances ascribed by the probabilistic laws of the best system will obey the old 
Principle to a very good approximation in commonplace applications. They will 
thereby occupy the chance-role well enough to deserve the name.To deny that 
they are really chances would be just silly. 

It's an old story. Maybe nothing could perfectly deserve the name "sensation" 
unless it were infallibly introspectible; or the name "simultaneity" unless it were 
a frame-independent equivalence relation; or the name "value" unless it couldn't 
possibly fail to attract anyone who was well acquainted with it. If so, then there 
are no perfect deservers of these names to be had. But it would be silly to lose our 
Moorings and deny that there existed any such things as sensations, simultaneity, 
and values. In each case, an imperfect candidate may deserve the name quite well 
enough.'" 

Department of Philosophy DAVID LEWIS 
Princeton University 
Princeton 
New Jersey 
08544 
USA 

I0 Here is how we regain'generality. By probability theory, including a suitable form 
of additivity-as it might be, a principle of infinite additivity of infinitesimal quantities in 
a suitable non-standard model-we find that C(AIE) equals the C(-/E)-expectation of the 
quantity whose value, at each world w is C(AIEH,,,.T,,.). Assuming that proposition E is en- 
tirely about history up to t and chances at t, we find that whenever C(-IE) assigns w positive 
credence, EH,,,.T,,. simplifies to H,,,.T,,. So according to (OP), C(AIE) is the C(-/E)-expecta- 
tion of the quantity whose value at each w is P ,,,.(A); whereas according to (NP), it is the 
C(-/E)-expectation of the quantity whose value at each w is P,t (AIT,,.). Assuming further 
that E specifies the chance at t of A, so that P,,,.(A) has a constant value at all E-worlds, we 
find that the expectation of chance derived from (OP) just equals this same value. Sad to 
say, the parallel expression derived from (NP) remains unsimplified. 

" Thanks, above all, to Michael Thau and Ned Hall; and to many others who have 
helped me by discussions of this material. 
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